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Abstract 

The biophysical models that intend to predict the risk of decompression sickness after a change of 

pressure are not numerous. Few approaches focus in particular on joints as target tissues, with the aim to 

describe properly the mechanisms inducing pain. Nevertheless, for this type of decompression incidents, called 

articular bends, no model proved to fit the empirical results for a broad range of exposures and decompression 

procedures. We present here an original biophysical decompression model for describing the occurrence of 

articular bends. A target joint is broken down into two parts that exchange inert gases with the blood by 

perfusion and with each other by diffusion over distances of a few millimeters. This diffusion pathway allows 

the slow amplification of microbubbles growing during and after decompression, consistent with the possible 

delayed occurrence of bends. The diffusion coefficients introduced into this model are larger than those 

introduced into most modern decompression models. Their value remains physical (#10-9m²/s). Inert gas 

exchanges and the formation, amplification and resorption of microbubbles during and after decompression were 

simulated. We used a critical gas volume criterion for predicting the occurrence of bends. A risk database 

extracted from COMEX experience and other published studies was used for the correlation of model parameters 

not known a priori. We considered a large range of exposure, and the commonly used inert gases nitrogen and 

helium. This correlation phase identified the worst biophysical conformations most likely to lead to the 

formation, in tissues such as tendons, of a large number of microbubbles recruited from pre-existing gas nuclei 

during decompression. The risk of bends occurrence was found to be linked to the total separated gas volume 

generated during and after decompression. A clamping phenomenon occurs soon after the start of 

decompression, greatly slowing the gas exchanges controlled especially by the oxygen window. This model, 

which reproduces many empirical findings, may be considered both descriptive and predictive. 

Key words: decompression sickness, prevention, bubbles, articulation, modeling
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1. Introduction  

Little is known about the biophysical mechanisms underlying the effects on the body of decompression 

stress, despite a century of research. The scientific community agrees on only one point: the bubbles formed in 

the body during decompression may be pathogenic. Pol and Watelle (26) were the first to propose this 

hypothesis, which was later also put forward by Bert (2). The only known way to prevent decompression 

sickness is to slow decompression, thereby limiting the production of bubbles.  

At the request of the Royal Navy, Haldane (5) subsequently described a physiological basis for 

decompression problems. He produced procedures and tables based on a simple formula assuming that the body 

consists of N independent compartments exchanging inert gases with the blood by perfusion. The criterion for 

preventing the occurrence of symptoms was selected on the basis of the experimental results obtained: a pressure 

ratio acceptable for the body. The mechanisms of microbubbles formation, about much very little was known at 

the time, were not taken into account. However, when modelling or representing decompression mechanisms, it 

is also important to consider the conditions favouring the formation of microbubbles within the body. The theory 

of nucleation has progressed since the work of Harvey (12,13) and has provided new insight driving changes in 

procedures from the days of Haldane. For example, the introduction of deeper decompression stages to confine 

the microbubbles formed from recruited micronuclei, by limiting their size and growth rate, may be considered a 

step forward, although this procedure remains controversial (23,4).  

For more detailed decompression modelling, mechanisms must be found to account for the occurrence 

of a given decompression incident. The sites and conditions of the nucleation that characterize that incident must 

be investigated.  

  Minor incidents, affecting the joints or skin, are sometimes considered to be a warning of more serious 

incidents to come (17). An analysis of the structure of these two types of tissue should make it possible to 

determine the physiological and mechanical factors predisposing them to adverse decompression events. The 

recompression procedures used to treat the symptoms of this minor incidents (which may sometimes be acutely 

painful) by redissolving the gaseous phase have a high rate of success. This suggests that a mechanical and 

thermodynamic approach to decompression should effectively describe, at least in part, the sequential events 

leading to the occurrence of the bends. 

 Articular symptoms are characterized by sharp localized pain around joints that, if not relieved by 

recompression, may increase in intensity in the hours following decompression, to reach a peak sometimes after 
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several hours. The pain then gradually decreases and disappears. This suggests that there is a slow component 

driving the dynamics of the gaseous phase responsible for the symptoms.  

 Articular bends mostly affect the knees and shoulders. Experimental investigations tend to demonstrate 

the formation of a non negligible volume of separated gas in tendons and ligaments after decompression (35). 

The disappearance of symptoms after recompression may be only transient, with a reoccurrence of pain in the 

same area after subsequent decompression. This suggests that a tissular rather then a vascular gaseous phase is 

responsible for the symptoms. This hypothesis is supported by X-ray observations of joints clearly showing an 

extravascular free gas phase (17). 

 The formation of a large number of microbubbles that gradually coalesce and distend the volume within 

which they are growing may lead to the compression of a terminal nerve zone in stiff tissues such as tendons. 

Such a mechanism would be expected to cause local pain.  

 Several studies, including that of Vann (35) focusing on the results of altitude decompressions after a 

denitrogenation period using pure oxygen, have suggested that joint bends involve tissues in which bubbles form 

slowly. Indeed, long denitrogenation periods are required to reduce the risk of such incidents markedly (33). This 

finding is supported by the work of Reeves and Beckman, who tried to establish decompression thresholds after 

long periods of exposure in dogs (38). Finally, this finding is entirely consistent with the slow, sometimes 

intermittent flow of blood in the tendons (18). 

 The hypothesis of a role for the tendons in the bends was formulated some time ago (25). Hills (16) 

subsequently proposed a biophysical model for simulating this mechanism. The affected zone has an intracellular 

and an extracellular part, and microbubbles form in the intracellular medium. In this approach, gas exchanges 

between the cells and the blood are thought to be limited by diffusion. As this structural model is very small, 

operating at the scale of micrometers,  a very low diffusion coefficient had to be introduced (#10-13 m²/s). Hills 

justified this choice by citing the diffusion study on muscle samples carried out by Fenichel and Horowitz (16) 

and presenting the results of his own experiments on rabbit muscles. However, Kronheim (20) subsequently 

showed, in studies of the saturation kinetics of rabbit eyes, that such low diffusion values were entirely 

inconsistent with his results and, therefore highly improbable. The use of such a low coefficient is also 

incompatible with the results of studies estimating oxygen permeability coefficients at the level of the cell (29).  

 For simulations of the kinetics of gas exchanges between the blood and a target tissue or between the 

target tissue and microbubbles within it, a slow diffusion process is often chosen, to ensure the accurate 

reproduction of the duration of saturation and the timing of decompression incidents. Many models assume the 
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presence of low diffusion coefficient zones to reproduce such kinetics. For example, rather than assuming slow 

gas diffusion in cells, Gernhardt (11) assumed that the microbubbles are surrounded by shells displaying low 

levels of diffusion, thereby greatly slowing the rate of bubble growth. The diffusion coefficient within these 

shells was considered to be an order of magnitude greater than suggested by Hills (16) and thus three orders of 

magnitude lower than the coefficient of the gas in water. The selection of such a low value by Gernhardt remains 

puzzling, because such shells, if they exist, probably consist of phospholipids and proteins. Nevertheless, 

Gernhardt’s approach is more realistic than that of Hills: low diffusion coefficients throughout the tissue would 

imply very low growth rates for the bubbles in the target tissue, so that the instantaneous formation of the 

separated phase when a supersaturation state is reached in this tissue, as advocated by Hills, is, in fact, 

impossible. Nikolaev (24) also introduced a very low diffusion coefficient into his model of encapsulated 

bubbles growing between cells. More recently, Payne and Chappell (10), in their model of microbubbles 

production at capillary endothelial level, also selected a low diffusion coefficient, based on the work and 

hypothesis of Srinivisan (28). 

 The introduction of low diffusion coefficients — a puzzling hypothesis for biological media — can be 

avoided by introducing millimetric diffusion distances (19). Hempleman (14) used this approach in the 

construction of his articular bends model. Hempleman considered a semi-infinite slab of tissue, within which gas 

exchanges were limited by diffusion. He considered this slab of tissue to represent a piece of cartilage, within 

which the bubbles responsible for symptoms can form. Solving this simple diffusion problem, he concluded that 

the amount of inert gas accumulated in the tissue was proportional to tP  for exposures at a pressure 

P characterized by durations t  of less than 100 min. He then defined a gas excess threshold constituting the 

decompression criterion. This work provided the foundations for the RNPL 1968 Royal Navy Air Diving Tables. 

This model, although safe for exposures of moderate duration, proved inadequate for longer periods. However, 

Hempleman did not model bubble growth in his approach, and this is clearly a major limitation to the application 

of the model to a broad range of profiles. 

 The other decompression models used as the basis of calculations in commonly used procedures do not 

use a specific target tissue to predict the occurrence of decompression sickness. Instead, they consider a wide 

range of potential target tissues with a large range of saturation half-times (7,36,37,40). They therefore cannot be 

considered to deal with the decompression problem from a physiological point of view. 

 We propose here a new biophysical decompression model in which the target tissue, representing a 

joint, is divided into two neighbouring parts that are perfused at different rates, with exchanges occurring 
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between these two parts over distances of a few millimeters. This model is also based on the combination of 

various published approaches to nucleation and microbubbles growth, making it physically and physiologically 

consistent. The parameters of the resulting biophysical model have been correlated using COMEX air and heliox 

database in particular. This database can be used to estimate the risk of articular bends for a wide range of 

exposures in term of pressure and duration.  

2. Model description 

 We assume a representative articular zone within which the formation of bubbles during decompression 

may cause pain. This zone can be broken down into two parts exchanging gas by perfusion with the blood. These 

parts will be called Medium I and Medium II. Exchanges by diffusion occur also between Medium I and 

Medium II (see Fig. 1). 

Fig.1. 

2.1.  Saturation phase 

Let us consider the first phase of an exposure, consisting of the breathing of a mixture of oxygen and N 

inert gases at a given pressure Pamb.  During this phase, the inert gases gradually dissolve in the body. In the 

target tissue, no separated gas phase is present, other than pre-existing gas micronuclei. According to the 

perfusion hypothesis, the resulting venous inert gas tension of gas j in this tissue, jvP , , can be expressed as 

follows : 

�

��

�
�

q

PqPq
P jIIIIjII

jv
,,

,             (2.1)

with  

���

�� III qqq               (2.2) 

where : 

� Iq
�

 blood flow rate  crossing Medium I (m3/s) 

� IIq
�

 blood flow rate  crossing Medium II (m3/s)
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�
�

q  total blood flow rate crossing the articulation zone considered (m3/s) 

� jIP ,  inert gas tension in Medium I (Pa) 

� jIIP ,  inert gas tension in Medium II (Pa) 

The gas exchanges equations for each gas j (j � [1;N]), inspired by the formulations of Hills (16), take 

into account the perfusion/diffusion hypothesis chosen for the model. The global rate of inert gas exchanges 

between the articular zone and the blood, expressed in mol/s, can be written taking into account the perfusion 

hypothesis selected : 

� �
dt

dP
SV

dt
dP

SVPPSq jII
jIIII

jI
jIIjvjajb

,
,

,
,,,, ���

�

         (2.3) 

with : 

� jIS ,  inert gas solubility coefficient in Medium I (mol/m3/Pa) 

� jIIS ,  inert gas solubility coefficient in Medium II (mol/m3/Pa) 

� jbS ,  inert gas solubility coefficient in the blood (mol/m3/Pa) 

� jaP ,  arterial inert gas tension (Pa) 

� IV  Medium I volume (m3)

� IIV  Medium II volume (m3)

The equations for the amount of substance variations for each medium (each perfused by a given blood flow 

rate) are similar but take into account the diffusion exchanges with the other medium  i.e. for Medium I : 

� � � �jIjajbIjIjIIjd
jI

jII PPSqPPk
dt

dP
SV ,,,,,,

,
, ����

�

         (2.4) 

and for Medium II : 

� � � �jIIjajbIIjIIjIjd
jII

jIIII PPSqPPk
dt

dP
SV ,,,,,,

,
, ����

�

           (2.5) 

with jdk ,  the equivalent rate of exchange by diffusion between the two media in mol/Pa/min.
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The inter-media diffusion exchange rates for each gas may be expressed using two purely geometric 

coefficients, I	 and II	 , reflecting the diffusion distances of each medium and the properties of the gas in the 

media (solubility, coefficient of diffusion) : 

jII

II

jIjI

jIIIjIIII

jd
jIId

DSD
SSV

k
k

,,,

,,

,
,_

1
		

�
��            (2.6) 

with : 

� jID ,  inert gas diffusion coefficient in Medium I (m²/s) 

� jIID ,  inert gas diffusion coefficient in Medium II (m²/s) 

� I	  , II	  geometric parameters describing the diffusion path between the two media (m²)  

If the media are modelled as two parallel slabs with thicknesses Id2 and IId2  respectively, it can be shown that  

:

2
III

I
dd

�	                (2.7) 

and

2
²II

II
d

�	               (2.8) 

The following parameters :  

jII

jbI
jI SV

Sq
k

,

,
,

�

�                           (2.9) 

and  

jIIII

jbII
jII SV

Sq
k

,

,
,

�

�                          (2.10)

are the perfusion coefficients characterizing the gas exchanges. 

Equations (2.4) and (2.5) closely resemble the Haldane formulation, but have been modified to take into 

account exchanges by diffusion between media I and II. Equation (2.3) can be deduced by summing equations 

(2.4) and (2.5), using also equations (2.1) and (2.2). 
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If we introduce the biophysical parameters : 

jII

jIIII
j SV

SV

,

,�
              (2.11) 

i.e. the capacity of Medium II over the capacity of Medium I to contain inert gas j and the flow rate ratios 

�

�

�
q

qa I
I             (2.12) 

and

�

�

�
q

qa II
II             (2.13) 

we obtain : 

� �� �
dt

dP
dt

dP
PaPaPkk jII

j
jI

jIIIIjIIjajIIjjI
,,

,,,,, 

 �����       (2.14) 

2.2. Gas exchanges during a subsequent decompression phase 

After this period of exposure, the subject undergoes a decompression. Microbubbles may form from 

pre-existing micronuclei in the target tissue during the decompression phase. The presence of these microbubbles 

and changes in their dimensions must be taken into account when describing the kinetics of gas exchanges 

between the media and blood. This has been theoretically explained by Van Liew (31). It makes the equation 

system described above more complex.  

Nevertheless, we will assume that the microbubbles formed in Medium II are not sufficiently numerous 

and voluminous at any one point in time to alter gas exchanges between Medium II and the blood. This results in 

microbubbles dynamics being modelled exclusively for Medium I, which thus constitutes the critical zone of the 

target tissue (see Fig.1). This would imply that Medium I has a larger initial density of gas micronuclei than 

Medium II.  

The gas exchanges associated with gas j during the decompression phase may therefore be expressed as 

follows : 

� �
dt

dP
SV

dt
dn

PPSq jII
jIIII

jI
jvjajb

,
,

,
,,, ���

�

        (2.15) 

with 
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� � jbIIjIjIbIjI nVPSvn ,_,,_, 1 ���          (2.16) 

where : 

� jIn ,  total number of moles of inert gas  in Medium I 

� jbIn ,_  total number of moles of inert gas in the microbubbles population 

� bI _�  total volume of separated gas per m3 of target tissue 

From equation (2.15), using the approximation 1_ ��bIv :

dt
dn

VS
dt

dP
dt

dn jbI
IjI

jIjI ,_
,

,, ��          (2.17) 

Equation (2.5) remains true, because the microbubbles potentially formed in Medium II can be 

neglected. Note that equation (2.17) is not required if no microbubbles have yet formed in Medium I. We explain 

below the conditions in which the micronuclei present in Medium I can be recruited and transformed into 

microbubbles.  

Let us suppose, based on the work of Yount (39), that the initial density distribution of micronuclei 

(number of micronuclei having a radius greater than r per cubic metre before exposure) in Medium I follows an 

exponential law : 

� � rA
II

IeNrN �� max_            (2.18) 

with :

� IA  coefficient of the exponential law (m-1)

� max_IN  total number of micronuclei per m3 of target tissue initially present in Medium I (m-3)

In other words, small micronuclei are much more numerous than large micronuclei. However, the chosen 

approach, involving the consideration of spherical micronuclei, could be called into question. In other 

approaches, tissues are thought to contain hydrophobic crevices, such as cells contact zones (24). More complex 

mechanisms of micronuclei release have been modelled and discussed (30). Modern models (10) aim to 

represent such possibilities but mostly assume that microbubbles form in the capillary endothelium, within 

caveolae, for example (6). In the model presented here, we will follow the simplified approach adopted by Yount 
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(39), Gernhardt (11) and Van Liew (31), in which micronuclei and microbubbles are considered as spherical 

elements.  

2.3.  Conditions of microbubbles formation 

According to Yount (39), the total density of microbubbles generated totIN _ at a given time during a 

decompression is related to the maximum supersaturation level reached up to this time point and, to a certain 

extent, to the level of compression associated with the exposure, which may eliminate some of the micronuclei 

by crushing :  

� � 0
max_0_

rA
IItotI

IeNrNN ���           (2.19) 

with, formulated to take the metabolic gases and water vapour into account : 

��
�

crushIssI

I

PP
r

�
�

,
0           (2.20) 

where 

� �Iamb

N

j
jIssI PPP ���� �

�1
,,           (2.21) 

and 

� �
max1

, �
�

�
�
�

�
��� �

�

N

j
jIIambcrush PPP �          (2.22) 

0r  is the minimal initial radius of the nuclei recruited by the maximum supersaturation level ssIP ,  following a 

crushing pressure .crushP . The formulation of the supersaturation ssIP , is standard but the elastic pressure in 

Medium I due to the total gas volume formed,  , is taken into account in the nuclei recruitment relation above 

(see next paragraph). I�  (N/m) and I� are the parameters of the nuclei recruitment law. According to Yount 

(39), these parameters can be linked to the surface tension and to the crumbling compression of a skin in 

periphery of the nuclei, stabilizing it. 
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Note that : 

� For a decompression after a saturation state, the crushing pressure corresponds to the oxygen window 

(3,16,32); this demonstrates the potential effect of oxygen on a micronuclei population. 

� According to Yount’s approach, based on the stabilisation of micronuclei by surface-active compounds 

until their activation (39), the coefficients of equation (2.20) are related to the surface tension of 

Medium I: 

I

I
I �

�
�

2
1��            (2.23)

� The density of micronuclei recruited is so all the more important that 0r  is small i.e. that the 

supersaturation level is high during the decompression. 

During decompression, 0r  reaches a minimum corresponding to the supersaturation peak in Medium I : min_0r .

There is an instant associated with this event : 
min_0r

t . Consequently, the maximal density of micronuclei 

recruited during decompression may be expressed as follows :

min_0
max_max__

rA
ItotI

IeNN ��           (2.24)

2.4.  Total volume of microbubbles generated 

Each gas nucleus recruited generates a microbubble according to a growth rate linked to its dimension at 

a given instant. The total volume (per cubic metre of tissue) of microbubbles generated in Medium I is obtained 

by summing the micronuclei population involved in the amplification :  

�
�

�

�
�

�

�

��

��

�

�

�
 �

� 

min_0

min_

0

min_

3

3

_

3
4
3

4

r
rr

I

r
rr

I

bI

O

O

ttsidrR
dr

dN

ttsidrR
dr

dN

v
!

!

       (2.25) 

where rR  is the radius (at the instant considered) of a microbubble generated from a nucleus having an initial 

radius r.
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Moreover, assuming that the inert gases concerned can be considered as perfect gases, the total number 

of moles of gas j accumulating in the microbubbles may be expressed as follows : 

�
�

�

�
�

�

�

��
"

��
"

�

�

�
 �

� 

min_0

min_,_

0

min_,_

3

3

,_

3
41
3

41

r
rrbI

I

r
rrbI

I

jbI

OjIr

OjIr

ttsidrRPV
dr

dN
T

ttsidrRPV
dr

dN
T

n
!

!

      (2.26) 

with jIrbP ,_  the inert gas partial pressure in the microbubbles generated from a nucleus with an initial radius r.

If we assume that the microbubbles are in a mechanical equilibrium at all time points, then the 

following relationship applies,  linking the different gas pressures in the microbubble of radius rR :

OH
r

I
ambbb

N

j
b P

R
PPPP

COrOrjIr 22_2_,_

2
1

�������
�

�
      (2.27) 

where the elastic pressure imposed by Medium I (degree of rigidity) is introduced to limit microbubble growth 

and maximum size : 

bIKv _�            (2.28) 

where K is the elastic bulk modulus in the target tissue in Pa. 

We can assume that the metabolic gases in the microbubbles are in equilibrium at all time points, with the 

corresponding tension value in Medium I i.e.
22_ _ OIb PP

Or
# and 

22_ _ COIb PP
COr
# . This last hypothesis, 

considered by Van Liew in his attempts to model microbubbles in the bloodstream (9), is well founded because 

the carbon dioxide permeability coefficient is very high and oxygen is consumed in the vicinity of the 

microbubbles. Moreover, in first approximation, we can assume that the oxygen and carbon dioxide tensions in 

Medium I are equal to the corresponding venous tension values, i.e.
22 __ OvOI PP #  and 

22 __ COvCOI PP # .

2.5.  Growth and resorption dynamics of microbubbles 

 We have reformulated Van Liew’s work (31) to simulate the dynamics of the microbubble/tissue 

interface, taking into account the elastic constraints imposed by the tissue :  
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 j€[1 ;N]   (2.30) 

The square root terms represent the impact of tissue perfusion on the boundary conditions of the diffusion 

problem in the neighbourhood of the microbubble  Their effects are only significant when the microbubble is 

large, in rather rapid tissues. The boundary conditions have been discussed by Srinivisan (28), comparing Van 

Liew (34) and Gernhardt (11) approaches of the problem. 

2.6.  Model  parameters and resolution 

The physical and physiological parameters of the model are given in Table 1. The equations presented 

above define a system that cannot be solved analytically. A numerical approach is necessary to solve the 

problem. The main aim is to determine the total volume of microbubbles generated in Medium I, bI _� , at each 

time point during and after decompression. The ambient pressure profile is an essential input, so the arterial 

tension of each gas must be determined at each time point : 

� �OHambjja PPfP
2, ��   j€[1 ;N]                           (2.31) 

with jf  the inert gas fraction of gas j in the breathing mixture. 

Time was converted into a discrete variable in an explicit manner : we assume the variables jIP , , jIIP , ,

jbIn ,_ and bI _�  are known at time t and we estimate their value, by solving the equation system for time t+*t.

Several known variables are included among the input data : the depth/time segments characterising the 

exposure, including the stages, if any, with the corresponding breathing gases, as the saturation state of the body 

initially. 

Table 1 
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The convergence and stability criteria of this numerical approach are not known a priori, so the time 

steps chosen for gas exchange kinetics (*t) and for simulating changes in microbubbles volume (*d) must be 

chosen with care. The second of these time steps must be much smaller than the first, due to the rapid diffusion 

exchanges between the microbubbles and the tissue. A sensitivity study was carried out to fix these time steps at 

reasonable values in terms of CPU time (*t=5s and *d=0.01s).  

The numerical problem was solved with MATLAB as a numerical computing environment and 

programming language.

2.7. Parameter ranges and fixed parameters 

 The surface tension chosen for both media was � =0.05 N/m. This surface tension value was also 

selected and justified by Van Liew (31).   

 The solubility and diffusion coefficients of helium and nitrogen, measured in water and oil in particular, 

have been reviewed elsewhere (22). Here we chose to use the values selected by Burkard and Van Liew  (8) and 

reported in Table 2. 

Table 2 

The ranges of the other physical and physiological parameters considered during the model correlation 

phase are given in Table 3. The solubility and diffusion coefficients of helium and nitrogen in each medium can 

be determined from the last line of this table and Table 2, by correctly weighting the fat fraction when 

determining homogenized values (sum of conductances for the equivalent diffusion coefficients). 

Finally, it is assumed in this model that the sum of the metabolic gas tensions and the water vapour 

pressure in the two media and in the microbubbles are equal, at each time, to the values for the venous side, 

supposed constant, i.e. I� #132 mmHg#0.175 bar. 

Table 3 

2.8. Databank used to correlate the model 

We decided to adjust the physical and physiological parameters of the model in order to represent at 

best the articular bends risk associated with known decompression procedures. The maximum gas volume 
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max__ bI�  potentially generated during or after decompression is thought to be linked to the risk of articular 

bends. This is a key criterion of the model, as in Hennessy and Hempleman’s critical volume hypothesis (15). A 

relationship linking the risk rDCS and max__ bI� has to be extracted. This relationship can then been used to 

estimate the risk for any decompression procedure after any type of exposure, however unusual, including deep, 

short dives with gas mixtures. 

For correlation analysis, we used the risk analysis of the 1986 COMEX tables. It includes tens of 

thousand of exposures with articular bends as the main decompression sickness cases (mainly located at knee 

level). As proposed by Shields, in an analysis of North Sea decompression procedures (27), a PrT parameter (the 

product of P, the exposure pressure in atmospheres, and rT, the square root of the duration of exposure in 

minutes) was used to evaluate the risk of decompression sickness. It has been established that this risk increases 

with PrT, as follows: 

� � 14.4Pr07.4 TrDCS �            (2.32) 

Based on an analysis of the 1986 COMEX Helium tables,  the risk in divers using helium is only half 

that in divers using air, for a same PrT value.

Another aim of this model was to identify a criterion estimating the risk of an incident during and after 

decompression following a state of saturation. Again, we used the COMEX database. We considered heliox 

exposures and the associated COMEX decompression procedures : initial saturation state with PO2=0.4 ATA, 

then decompression at an ascent rate of 50 min/m with PO2=0.5 ATA up to  a 2.5 ATA ambient pressure and, 

finally, a constant inspired oxygen fraction 
2OFI =0.21 up to the surface to limit oxygen hazard, with an ascent 

rate of 60 min/m. Following a 180 m saturation exposure, the risk of articular bends is known to be below 1% 

(not published). For air saturation exposures, at acceptable nitrogen partial pressures in terms of inert gas 

narcosis, a similar procedure can be used, but with an ascent rate of more than 100 min/m. However, the risk is 

less well known. 

We used also the heliox experimental results of Barnard (1) as a reference for adjustment of the 

parameters of the model. The aim of Barnard’s study was to identify decompressions that were acceptable in 

terms of the bends risk. Human subjects were decompressed from a saturation state, characterized by a pressure 

level P1 (in ATA), to another pressure level P2 (in ATA).  It was shown that, in normoxic breathing conditions, 
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there is a linear relationship between these two pressure levels. This relationship was discussed and used by 

Hennessy and Hempleman (15) in their justification of the critical volume hypothesis : 

57.040.1 21 �� PP            (2.33) 

The bends risk is not precisely known, as the numbers of subjects and exposures tested were not particularly 

high. However, it seems likely that this risk is non negligible. 

Hennessy and Hempleman (15) derived a similar relationship for air exposures, from a simple model 

correlated with empirical results. They compared this relationship to the results of Workman’s approach (37) :  

52.038.1 21 �� PP           (2.34) 

 These last two relationships constitute information potentially useful for the estimation of model 

parameters.

Articular bends may sometimes occur during an isobaric breathing gas switch from nitrogen to helium. 

As a reference, we considered the case of a bends in a knee at 4 ATA (35). It has been suggested that gas 

counterdiffusion phenomena may account for decompression sickness following such switches (21). The model 

proposed here should be able to predict this possibility. 

Finally, we also used rapid altitude ascent data, with thresholds between 25,000 feet and 38,000 feet to 

adjust the model. We used the incident rate of 13% given by Van Liew (33) as the reference value for rapid 

ascents at 21 kPa without pre-oxygenation (about 2000 subjects). 

2.9. Correlation method 

A long correlation phase is necessary to adjust the model parameters. The principle consists in varying 

one specific parameter while fixing the others to a preselected value.  For each value of the investigated 

parameters, several groups of simulations are conducted :  

� 141 air, air/oxygen and heliox dives following the MT92 procedures (1992 French Labour Ministry 

tables) in accordance with COMEX 1986 tables 

� a heliox saturation decompression from 180m 
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� the baPP �� 21  pressure echelons proposed by Barnard and Workman for heliox and air 

� the air�heliox gas switch case at 4ATA  

� a rapid ascent at 21kPa from atmospheric pressure conditions 

A relationship between the risk rDCS and max__ bI� is first searched for the 141 profiles, with a coefficient 

of determination R² expected to be above 0.8. If such a relationship exists, then max__ bI� and the associated 

risk are determined for the other exposures mentioned above. The obtained risk is then analyzed to measure 

how true to life it is. After this phase, a new value of the investigated parameter is chosen in its selected range 

(Table 3). The same group of simulations is carried out in order to verify if an improvement of the correlation 

appears. This method is repeated until the best value for the parameter is found. Then a new parameter is 

investigated and so on. 

Preferably, a stochastic estimator could be used to correlate the model. 

3. Results 

 The optimization phase described in the previous paragraph allowed the selection of two different sets 

of parameters giving similar results.  

 For Set A, as shown in Table 4, the half-times T1/2=ln2/k corresponding to the perfusion coefficients 

were 690 min for Medium I and 395 min for Medium II for nitrogen, 690 min for Medium I and 280 min for 

Medium II for helium. These values suggest that the articular target tissue should be considered a “slow” tissue, 

not necessarily with a high fat content, when decompression induces local pain.  

Such half-times have been considered for 1) saturation and altitude ascent decompressions 2) 

counterdiffusion analysis 3) rest periods in dry conditions in general. However, for immersed exposures like air 

and helium bounce dives of short or moderate duration (saturation state not reached), these half-times must be 

divided by a factor. This factor differs for the bottom period and for the decompression period, in accordance 

with the different levels of activity of the subject during the exposure (gas exchanges enhancement). Correlation 

analysis showed that the factors best fitting the data were 8 for the bottom period and 3 for decompression. This 

implies that, in the worst-case scenario, resulting in decompression sickness, the rate of tissue saturation is 

higher than that of tissue desaturation. Table 5 presents the half-times best fitting the model. 

Table 4 
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The correlation analysis tends to suggest that Medium I is likely to be a watery tissue, whereas Medium 

II is likely to be a tissue with low or moderate fat levels.. 

Table 5 

The relative capacities of the two media to accumulate inert gases (between 4 and 8 for nitrogen and 

helium) suggests that Medium II volume, in which microbubbles formation is not considered, is larger than 

Medium I volume. The painful bubbles therefore seem to be restricted to a small part of the articular zone 

modelled here. Moreover, the parameters I	 and II	 , characterizing the pathway of diffusion between Medium 

I and Medium II, correspond to diffusion distances of 5 to 10 mm. The diffusion gas exchange rate between the 

two media, for the two inert gases and from Medium II point of view, suggests moderate exchange speeds, 

neither rapid nor slow : T1/2 around 25min for helium and around 100min for nitrogen, difference in speed 

inducing the counter-diffusion phenomenon that may cause articular bends. Medium II saturating more rapidly 

than Medium I, the inter-media diffusion exchange is fundamental for the gas feeding of the microbubbles 

formed in Medium I during the decompression. Medium II plays a large role on their growth. Moreover, from 

Medium I point of view, the diffusion gas exchange rate between the two media are rather high for both gases 

due to the relative capacity of these two media to contain the inert gases. Consequently, while the inter-media 

diffusion plays a moderate role on the Medium II desaturation rate, it has a major role on Medium I desaturation 

rate and instantaneous gas content. 

It should be noted that the diffusion coefficients used in this model remain in the physical range : it is 

not necessary to introduce the very low values frequently selected in previous models. Indeed, the model can 

reproduce the slow bubbles formation suggested by the delayed onset of pain after decompression. There is also 

no need to introduce small micrometric diffusion barriers with a very low diffusion coefficient around bubbles, 

as suggested by Gernhardt (11), or to assume poor diffusion within tissues, as proposed by Hills (16) and 

Nikolaev (24). This model simply considers diffusion paths over several millimetres, as proposed by 

Hempleman (14). 

For practical purposes, and because the results are similar for Set A and Set B, we describe below only 

the results for Set A.  
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3.1. Open-sea air and heliox dives 

Fig.2 presents the max__ bIv  results after correlation for the 141 air, air/oxygen et heliox dives 

simulated according to MT92 procedures (1992 French Labour Ministry tables), the PrT value for each profile 

being translated into a risk rDCS, as suggested by COMEX analysis (see relation 2.32). The main objective of the 

correlation analysis carried out on model parameters was to identify a relationship between rDCS and max__ bIv .

A logarithmic relationship seems to fit the data well, given the broad diversity of exposures considered. A 

volume close to 0.025 implies a risk close to 1%, whereas a volume close to 0.007 implies a risk close to 0.01%. 

Thus, the target tissue is highly sensitive above a potential separated gas volume max__ bIv close to 0.02. The 

adjective “potential” is appropriate because the risk reflects both : 

� the probability of a joint tissue having the configuration studied, with more rapid saturation 

than desaturation and slow exchange rates for the desaturation phase 

� the probability of pain being generated at a given separated volume 

In this context, it is easy to account for the commonly observed inter-individual and intra-individual variability 

in the risk of decompression sickness. 

Fig.2. 

Fig.3 and Fig.4 illustrate the behaviour of the model for two simulated dives : 12 m/360 min air and 60 

m/50 min heliox, with breathing pure oxygen at the 6 m stage for this latter. They show the ambient pressure, 

changes in inert gas tensions in both media and the volume of gas generated in Medium I. It appears that 1) there 

is a rapid clamping phenomenon in Medium I, the microbubbles being formed rapidly by absorption of the gas 

dissolved in their neighbourhood, resulting in an equilibrium between the dissolved gas in Medium I and the 

partial pressure of nitrogen in the microbubbles being reached within a few seconds or minutes 2/ Medium II 

feeds in gas the microbubbles formed in Medium I, through diffusion between the two media, over a period of 

more than two hours for air dives, consistent with the delays sometimes observed in the onset of bends 

symptoms. Fig.5 shows the changes in the radius of gas micronuclei activated during decompression for the 
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heliox dive considered (minimum radius min_0r =2 µm). Breathing oxygen at 6 m seems to inverse the radius 

evolution but cannot prevent the final expansion of the bubbles when surfacing. This decompression stage 

therefore appears to be only moderately efficient. 

Fig.3. 

Fig.4. 

Fig.5. 

3.2. Saturation exposures 

 Concerning the decompression procedure considered for saturation heliox exposure (50 min/m at 

P02=0.5 ATA up to a 2.5 ATA ambient pressure then 
2OFI =0.21 with a 60 min/m ascent rate), a volume 

max__ bIv =0.026 was obtained when surfacing (Fig.6), giving a risk rDCS#0.8%, with a higher risk close to the 

surface, as observed in practice. We also checked that decompression from deeper levels, such as 300 m, results 

in a risk lower than 5% (rDCS #1.8%), as observed in practice too. COMEX indeed demonstrated that such a 

procedure can work at depths of more than 180 m, but with a slightly higher risk of decompression sickness. 

A similar decompression procedure after air saturation exposure (100 min/m at P02=0.5 ATA up to a 2.5 

ATA ambient pressure then 
2OFI =0.21 with a 120 min/m ascent rate) has been tested for shallow depths (<4 

ATA to limit narcosis events). A risk close to 0.02% was obtained for Set A (0.1% for Set B), apparently lower 

than the risk of the heliox procedure for high pressure levels. Nevertheless, ascent rates of less than 75 min/m are 

associated with a relatively high risk of decompression sickness (>0.5%), particularly if Medium II contains 

lipids (Set B). 

Fig.6. 

3.3. P1=a+bP2 relationships 

An essential correlative element is the demonstration that the decompression model can approach the 

linear relationships found by Barnard and Workman for heliox (normoxic) and air, respectively. Hills (16), 

Hennessy and Hempleman (15) and Yount (40) used these relationships to correlate and validate their models. 
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We tested such pressure steps from saturation levels and found the following linear relationships (with a 

surprising low level of dispersion, R²=0.99), after correlation : 

66.032.1 21 �� PP     for heliox  

and 

40.050.1 21 �� PP          for air 

These results compare favourably with previously reported findings (in terms of curve shape and coefficients). 

The corresponding max__ bIv volumes for heliox and air are 0.018 and 0.012, respectively, with corresponding 

risks of rDCS =0.2% and 0.05%. Barnard’s experiments, including only a moderate number of subjects, probably 

nonetheless generated a high level of risk when the procedure was considered successful. Moreover, Workman’s 

linear relationship, deduced from his M-values theory for the slowest tissue, is probably safer than Barnard’s 

proposition, because his model was validated on a large range of exposures, including some of long duration. So, 

a factor-four difference between the two decompression sickness rates is not particularly surprising, but the 

absolute values nevertheless appear to be low.  

3.4. Rapid ascents to altitude 

 After correlation, the model showed that, for hypobaric incursions down to 21 kPa, we obtain a volume 

max__ bIv =0.018, giving a risk of 0.2%. This is far lower than the 13% risk extracted from the Van Liew 

database (33).  

 This result is illustrated in Fig.7, which shows the ambient pressure, changes in inert gas tensions in 

both media and the volume of gas generated in Medium I during a 2h exposure at 21 kPa followed by a rapid 

return to 1 ATA over a period of 5 minutes. Gas volume peaks about 100 min after the start of the ascent, but the 

volume decrease is very slow for prolonged exposure, consistent with the observation that bends may occur 

several hours after the ascent (33). 

Fig.7. 
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3.5. Counterdiffusion events 

We tried to estimate the probability of occurrence of articular bends described by Vann and Thalmann 

(35), following an air to heliox switch at 4 ATA. It has been demonstrated that a supersaturation state does 

indeed occur in Medium I. This can be explained by the helium being taken up more rapidly than nitrogen is 

released, in medium I (difference in the rate of exchange by diffusion between the two media for the two gases). 

Nevertheless, the total volume of the bubbles generated is small, giving a risk between 0.005% and 0.04%, with 

the highest value obtained if Medium II contains lipids (Set B of parameters).  

4. Discussion 

It is interesting to analyse the two set of parameters selected after the correlation phase. First, a large 

population of micronuclei must be selected : the clamping phenomena in Medium I requires high microbubbles 

densities (31). However, increasing or decreasing the max_IN value chosen by a factor 10 also gave good 

correlation results, so this parameter is not critical. Only small densities (<100 micronuclei/cm3) are clearly 

incompatible with the results. Moreover, the selected IA  value (coefficient associated with the exponential law 

describing the initial micronuclei dimensions distribution) suggests that a similar number of microbubbles are 

recruited during the different decompressions simulated. In other words, a large and similar pool of micronuclei 

(>1% of the total pool) is always involved in conditions of supersaturation in Medium I. It is the saturation level 

of Medium II — the inert gas reservoir  — during decompression that controls the final volume of gas generated, 

rather than the distribution of micronuclei as suggested by Yount’s approach in his VPM model (40). The 

crushing phenomenon can also be ignored ( I� =0.1 N/m for I� =0.05 N/m) without impairing the fit to 

empirical data, and this, again, is not consistent with Yount’s model. 

A high value (>1 MPa) was selected for the elastic bulk modulus, consistent with the target tissue being 

rather stiff. Such elastic properties may be found in tendons and ligaments. This implies a strong contribution of 

the elastic forces to the internal pressure of the microbubbles during total volume increase. Fig.3 illustrates this 

finding for changes in 
2,NIP : the gas tension, reflecting the nitrogen pressure in the microbubbles, rapidly 

decreases towards ambient pressure (clamping) but then gradually increases to reach a maximum imposed by the 

elastic forces. This maximum corresponds to a transient tension equilibrium between the two media, with 
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Medium II no longer supplying Medium I with inert gas, thus resulting in the cessation of microbubbles growth. 

The large elastic deformation pressure found  to fit with the  risk criterion (>200 mmHg) is not consistent with 

the 10 mmHg value used by Hills (16) and also adopted by Hennessy and Hempleman (15). This implies that 

nerve ending may be less sensitive than previously thought to increases in internal pressure in the tendons or 

ligaments. 

The difference in the initial micronuclei densities assumed for Medium I and Medium II is consistent 

with the nature proposed for Medium I : the strong mechanical stress levels occuring inside tendons predispose 

them to the production of a large micronuclei populations compared to the neighboring parts represented by 

Medium II.   

Concerning the distances between the two media , the 5 mm to 10 mm values selected are realistic if we 

take joint dimensions into account. This is an important element of the correlation, allowing to keep physically 

realistic values of the diffusion coefficients (magnitude 10-9 m²/s), for both nitrogen and helium. It may account 

for the slow rate of microbubbles growth without the need to introduce for media very low rates of diffusion, as 

proposed by Hills (16) and Gernhardt (11).  

Another interesting result concerns the distribution of lipids between the two media : Medium I seems 

to be a watery part of the joint (corresponding to the nature of tendons), while Medium II may be watery or 

contain low to moderate amounts of fat. Joints, such as the knee in particular, may contain lipid pads. The 

correlation analysis also showed that the target tissue zone (Medium I) was smaller than its gas reservoir 

(Medium II), consistent with exchanges between a tendon and the entire volume of the joint.  

The long perfusion half-times selected for Medium I and Medium II, to fit the empirical data, 

particularly for the desaturation phase, suggest that such a conformation of blood circulation is probably rare, 

with this probability contributing to the final risk.  

There may be a simple, logical reason for the low risk value obtained for the linear P1=a+bP2

relationships and for the counterdiffusion case analysed. Indeed, in these situations, slow desaturation rate 

conformations have a given level of probability, as for open-sea dives. But starting from a saturation state 

maximises the risk, because the rapid saturation kinetics proposed by the model is not necessary. A factor greater 

than one must be applied to the two risks found here to take this into account. Comparison of the 13% risk value 

obtained for rapid ascents at 21 kPa with the estimate of 0.2% in this study suggests that such a multiplication 

factor must be applied to the estimated risk to obtain a realistic value when the decompression starts from a 

saturated state of the body. In other words, the worst configuration (slow perfusion levels, large micronuclei 
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population, high elastic bulk modulus…) for preventing the occurrence of bends considered here certainly 

involves a rapid rate of saturation of the target tissue. Such saturation characteristic is nevertheless rare, 

accounting for the much higher risk that must be attributed to incursions or gas switches from saturation states. 

Applying such a rule gives a higher risk of decompression sickness for the Barnard and Workman linear 

relationships, respectively, which is probably close to reality.  For the counterdiffusion simulation, this risk is 

also presumably higher, making such problems a real possibility, as observed in practice. This is particularly true 

for knees, which have a relatively high lipid content. 

5. Conclusion 

 The decompression model proposed here overcomes the pitfalls of previous approaches, which were not 

sufficiently physiological or were based on questionable physical hypothesis, such as very low diffusion 

coefficients. A target joint (e.g. knee, shoulder,…) is split into two parts exchanging with the blood by perfusion 

and with each other by diffusion over distances of several millimetres. Exchanges of the gases commonly used in 

breathing mixtures for diving (nitrogen, helium), and the formation, amplification and resorption of 

microbubbles during and after decompression were simulated around a critical gas volume criterion, to estimate 

the probability of bends occurring. Two sets of parameters gave the best fit to a broad range of empirical results 

for the risk of articular bends. The physical properties (solubility, diffusion coefficients) were considered for 

both the inert gases. The correlation phase showed that: 1) the medium within which profuse microbubbles 

formation occurs is watery, consistent with the tendons being potential target sites; 2) a clamping phenomenon 

occurs at this site from the beginning of the decompression, greatly slowing gas exchanges, so that the oxygen 

window constitutes a major driving force for inert gas elimination; 3) the total microbubbles volume potentially 

capable of inducing pain (nerve compression due to tissue deformation) generates a non negligible overpressure; 

4) there is a simple relationship linking a total separated gas volume and a bends risk, this risk increasing 

exponentially with increasing volume; 5/ for the worst physiological configuration considered, the two media 

may become saturated at a moderate rate if exercise is practised during exposure, whereas desaturation rates are 

very slow; 6) the risk associated with a given procedure takes into account the intrinsic probability of the worst 

physiological configuration and the occurrence of pain for a given gas volume; 7) the medium in contact with the 

medium in which the bubbles form may be watery or contain moderate levels of fat, consistent with the nature of 

the joint tissues surrounding tendons and 8) the delayed occurrence of bends may be accounted for by the total 
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gas volume kinetics, with a progressive effect due to the slow provision of gas by intertissue diffusion from the 

gas reservoir  (Medium II).  

This model may be considered descriptive in terms of decompression mechanisms. The slow rate of gas 

exchanges during decompression, inducing the marked expansion of microbubbles, demonstrates that the 

duration of decompression stages must be greatly increased to decrease decompression sickness risk markedly. 

This risk results mostly from the gas load before decompression. It is therefore not possible to develop short 

decompression procedures for deep dives : very long decompressions are always required. Furthermore, in the 

history of decompression models, successive models have added increasingly long half-times for their slowest 

compartments, to decrease the bends risk of long/deep exposures, resulting in longer decompression periods. The 

description of the decompression mechanism suggested here may account for this. Given the oxygen window 

effect on gas egress, enriched oxygen mixtures or pure oxygen should be used to minimise the risk of bends 

during and after decompression. 
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Figures

Fig.1. Diagram of the articular bends biophysical model, showing the two perfused media involved. 

----- 

Fig.2. Linear relationship linking the risk of decompression sickness occurrence r DCS and the maximum volume 

of gas formed in the target tissue max__ bIv corresponding to the simulation of 141 COMEX MT92 dives with  

Set A parameters 

---- 

Fig.3. Changes in nitrogen tensions and the volume of gas generated in the target tissue after a 12m/360 min air 

exposure followed by a decompression according to MT92  + min_0r =1.8 µm, totIN _ / max_IN =16%, 

max__ bIv =0.015. 

---- 

Fig.4. Changes in gas tensions and the volume of gas generated in the target tissue after a 60 m/50 min heliox 

exposure followed by a decompression, according to MT92 + min_0r =2.0 µm, totIN _ / max_IN =13%, 

max__ bIv =0.022. 

---- 

Fig.5. Changes in microbubbles radius in the target tissue after a 60 m/50 min heliox exposure followed by a 

decompression according to MT92.  

---- 

Fig.6.  Total volume of gas generated in the target tissue during a linear decompression following a heliox 

saturation exposure at 19 ATA, according to 1992 French Labour Ministry procedures. 

---- 

Fig.7. Changes in nitrogen tensions and in the volume of gas generated in the target tissue after a rapid 

ascent to 21 kPa while breathing air. 
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Definition of symbols 

ambP  ambient pressure, Pa 

crushP crushing pressure, Pa 

N number of inert gases considered during the exposure and the associated decompression   

j index associated with the gas j considered,  j € [1;N] 

jf , inert gas fraction of gas j in the breathing mixture 

2OFI , oxygen fraction in the breathing mixture 

jaP ,  arterial inert gas tension, Pa 

jvP ,  venous inert gas tension, Pa 

jIP ,  inert gas tension in Medium I, Pa 

jIIP ,  inert gas tension in Medium II, Pa 

jIS ,  inert gas solubility coefficient in Medium I, mol/m3/Pa 

jIIS ,  inert gas solubility coefficient in Medium II, mol/m3/Pa 

jbS ,  inert gas solubility coefficient in the blood, mol/m3/Pa 

jID ,  inert gas diffusion coefficient in Medium I, m²/s 

jIID ,  inert gas diffusion coefficient in Medium II, m²/s 

jdk ,  equivalent rate of exchange by diffusion between the two media, mol/Pa/min

jIIdk ,_  rate of exchange by diffusion between the two media associated to Medium II, min-1

jIk ,  rate of exchange by perfusion between Medium I and the blood, min-1 

jIIk ,  rate of exchange by perfusion between Medium II and the blood, min-1 

j
  relative inert gas content capacity between Medium II and Medium I 

jIn ,  inert gas, total number of moles in Medium I, mol 

jbIn ,_  inert gas, total number of moles in the microbubbles population, mol 
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jIrbP ,_  inert gas partial pressure in the microbubbles generated from a nucleus with an initial radius r, Pa 

20_rbP  oxygen partial pressure in the microbubbles generated from a nucleus with an initial radius r, Pa 

20_IP  oxygen tension in Medium I, Pa 

20_vP  oxygen venous tension, Pa 

20_ CrbP  carbon dioxide partial pressure in the microbubbles generated from a nucleus with an initial radius 

r, Pa 

20_ CIP  carbon dioxide tension in Medium I, Pa 

20_ CvP  carbon dioxide venous tension, Pa 

02HP  water vapour tension at 37°C, saturation state, Pa 

ssIP , supersaturation level in Medium I, Pa 

I	  , II	  geometric parameters describing the diffusion path between the two media, m²

Iq
�

 blood flow rate  crossing Medium I, m3/s

IIq
�

 blood flow rate  crossing Medium II, m3/s

�

q  total blood flow rate crossing the articulation zone considered, m3/s

Ia  blood flow rate fraction in Medium I 

IIa  blood flow rate fraction in Medium II 

IV  Medium I volume, m3

IIV  Medium II volume, m3

bI _�  total volume of separated gas per m3 of target tissue 

max__ bI�  maximum volume of separated gas per m3 of target tissue, during and after decompression  

� �rN I  number of micronuclei per m3 of target tissue with an initial radius greater than r, m-3

max_IN  total number of micronuclei per m3 of target tissue initially present in Medium I, m-3

totIN _  total number of micronuclei per m3 of target tissue recruited during decompression, m-3
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IA  coefficient of the exponential law describing the initial  distribution of nuclei dimensions in Medium I, 

m-1

rR  radius of a microbubble generated from a nucleus with an initial radius r, Pa  

0r  minimal initial radius for the nuclei recruited at a given time, m 

min_0r  minimal initial radius for the nuclei recruited during decompression, m 

min_0r
t time corresponding to the recruitment of nuclei with an initial radius greater than min_0r , s 

I�  parameter of the nuclei recruitment law, N/m 

I�  parameter of the nuclei recruitment law 

I�  sum of the metabolic gases and the water vapour tension in Medium I 

I�  surface tension of Medium I 

"  perfect gas law coefficient, Pa.m3/mol/K 

T temperature in medium I, i.e. 310 K 

K elastic bulk modulus in the target tissue, Pa 
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Tables  

AI m-1

NI_max m-3

�I N/m
K Pa
�I N/m
,I -

SI,j    j€[1;N] mol/m3/Pa
DI_j   j€[1;N] m²/s
SII,j    j€[1;N] mol/m3/Pa

DII_j   j€[1;N] m²/s
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kI,j      j€[1;N] min-1

kII,j      j€[1;N] min-1

aI -
aII -

kd_II,j      j€[1;N] min-1


j      j€[1;N] -
�I N/m
-I m²

-II m²
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Table 1 – Physical and physiological parameters of the model 

Solubility  
(mol/m3/Pa @ 37°C)

Diffusion coefficient 
(m²/s @ 37°C)

Permeability 
(mol/m/Pa/s @ 37°C)

Nitrogen 5.1E-06 2.2E-09 1.1E-14
Helium 3.3E-06 6.3E-09 2.1E-14

Nitrogen 2.9E-05 7.0E-10 2.0E-14
Helium 6.4E-06 1.9E-09 1.2E-14

Nitrogen 2.4E-05 1.0E-09 2.4E-14
Helium 5.8E-06 2.8E-09 1.6E-14Lipid

Water, plasma

Oil

Table 2 – Physical properties considered for nitrogen and helium : solubility coefficient, diffusion coefficient 

and permeability – extracted from (8) 
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IA  m-1 [5 x 105; 5 x 106]

max_IN m-3 [106; 1012]

K Pa [104; 107]

I�  N/m [0.09; 0.1] 

jIk , , jIIk , , j € [1 ;N]. min-1 [0.001; 0.01] 

jIIdk ,_  ,  j € [1 ;N]. min-1 [0.001; 0.1] 

j
 ,  j € [1 ;N]. - [0.1; 10] 

I	  , II	 . m² [10-6; 10-5]

Lipid percentage in Medium I and Medium II. - [0; 1] 

Table 3 – Range of values considered for model parameters during the correlation phase 
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Parameter Unit Set A Set B

IA m-1 106 106

max_IN m-3 5 x 1010 5 x 1010

K Pa 3 x 106 3 x 106

I� N/m 0.1 0.1 

2,NIk , 2,NIIk . min-1 0.0010, 0.0020 0.0010, 0.0015 

HeIk , , HeIIk ,
min-1 0.0010, 0.0025 0.0010, 0.0030 

2,_ NIIdk , HeIIdk ,_ . min-1 0.008, 0.028 0.007, 0.029 

2N
 , eH
 . - 8, 6.3 8, 4.0 

I	  , II	 . m² 5 x 10-6, 7.5 x 10-6 2.5 x 10-6, 6.5 x 10-6

Lipid percentage in 

Medium I and Medium II.

- 0%, 10% 0%, 45% 

Table 4 – Set of parameters deduced from the correlation phase 

N2 He N2 He

Medium I 85 85 85 85
Medium II 45 35 55 30

Medium I 230 230 230 230
Medium II 115 90 155 75

T1/2 (min) Set A T1/2 (min) Set B

Bottom

Decompression

Table 5 – Half-times chosen after correlation for nitrogen and helium, at bottom level and during the 

decompression 
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A new biophysical decompression model for estimating the risk of articular bends during and after 

decompression 

Highlights 

� We present a  biophysical decompression model for describing bends occurrence  
� A joint is broken into two parts exchanging inert gases by perfusion and diffusion 
� The diffusion pathway allows the slow amplification of bubbles during decompression
� A risk database extracted from COMEX experience is used for the model correlation 
� The risk of bends occurrence is found to be linked to the bubbles volume formed 
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